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Customer Defect
Whole lib operations are now available regardless of PLL pending status
[ RENO-17292, Resolved, CLONE (4.9) - Doctor not able to replace local LIB with PLL ]

For a patient that has no PLL but is handled by a PLL doctor the remove whole lib operation in
"samstemming" is now available if the signing queue is empty.
[ RENO-17291, Resolved, CLONE (4.9) - PLL doctor cannot empty LIB of non-PLL patients ]

For CAVE records sent out in PLL the "Avkreftet" property is either sent out as true or skipped from the
record.
[ RENO-17282, Resolved, When sending CAVE in PLL, the "Avkreftet" flag should never be sent with value "false" ]

No special privileges should be necessary to view a patients message log in FM client.
[ RENO-17278, Resolved, If the user does not have privilege to view the message log, an ugly error message is shown ]

Fixed incorrect RF icon showing up on external registrations in "samstemming" matching local "eRp"
prescriptions. Not showing history for incoming renewal for an imported item has also been fixed.
[ RENO-17274, Resolved, Renewed e - prescriptions in samstemming FM 4.11 vs FM 4.9.7 ]

Remove dependence on "MedEndring" in PLL messages and fixed remove whole lib operation for the
situation when all local items have an external counterpart with update option available.
[ RENO-17267, Resolved, 4.11 RC1 "Fjern lokal LIB" ]

On sign and send callback the lib item list is no longer filtered for deleted items, except for loose(non
PLL) registrations not in LIB.
[ RENO-17293, Testing, CLONE (4.9) - Prescriptions in AF disappears after choosing “Fjern lokal LIB” and doctor sends
new M1. ]

Defect
When removing LIB in "samstemming" external items should all show in AF and "same treatment" top
text should not be shown between removed items and current AF items.
[ RENO-17287, Locally known Reg included in a PLL not shown in AF after removing the local LIB ]

Defect fixed: When sending the first PLL for a patient and opening "samstemming" before RF lookup,
the LIBid for items on LIB could be cleared resulting in items mismatches for local and external items
without "resept" id.
[ RENO-17294, Resolved, Matching in samstemming not correct for local Reg created before creating the first PLL for a
patient ]

Fixed matching in "samstemming" when matching external renewals in absence of any new "resept" id
information and correctly display history for external item.
[ RENO-17239, Resolved, Matching in samstemming not correct after RF lookup where renewed external item matches a
local draft ]

